The Artists of the World (AKL). International Database of Artists
Visual artists of all genres, ages and countries
- More than 1 million biographical information for use as artist name authority files
- Integration of AKL-data in own database system
- Annual update

☐ Yes, please send me detailed and non binding information

Hochschullehrer Verzeichnis. Members of Academic Staff (German Universities)
„Who’s Who“ of the German higher education world
- About 60,000 members of academic staff holding the title of Professor at German Universities
- University professors, private lecturer, professors emeritus and many German professors working abroad
- Name, title, position held, address(es), contact details as well as the field(s) of activity

☐ Yes, please send me detailed and non binding information

Kürschner’s Almanac of German Scholars.
Bio-bibliographic Directory of Contemporary German-speaking Scholars
- About 77,000 academics working at German-speaking universities and other scientific and scholarly institutions
- Selection of the most important publications
- Information about position held, career, life data (in most cases)

☐ Yes, please send me detailed and non binding information

Hochschullehrer Verzeichnis. Members of academic staff, Vol. 2 (Colleges of higher education)
„Who’s Who“ of the German higher education world
- More than 17,000 professors at German Universities of Applied Sciences
- Name, title, position held, address(es), contact details as well as field(s) of activity
- Index listing professors according to their fields of activity
- Addresses of German Universities of Applied Sciences

☐ Yes, please send me detailed and non binding information

Data can be delivered excel or access file, also available as selection of data entries
Handbook of universities and colleges of higher education
- Some 460 universities and colleges of art and music in Germany, Austria and Switzerland
- Approx. 15,000 scientific departments and institutions, including university offices, departments for press/publicity, student advice centers, computer centers and archives with their respective directors
- Contact details, number of students, subject index with heads of departments

Yes, please send me detailed and non-binding information

Hesse Yearbook. Directory of Local, State and Federal Administration, Associations and Public Institutions
Up-to-date information on some 5,500 institutions and approx. 8,000 persons in public life in Hesse
- Authorities and departments of local, state and federal administration with their mayors, presidents, directors and other executives
- Jurisdiction
- Syndicates and other organizations from politics, business, academic life, the arts etc.
- Notaries, church offices, schools, universities, museums, libraries, hospitals, banks

Yes, please send me detailed and non-binding information

Bavarian Yearbook. Directory of Local, State and Federal Administration, Associations and Public Institutions
Up-to-date information on some 7,000 institutions and approx. 12,000 persons in public life in Bavaria
- Authorities and departments of local, state and federal administration with their mayors, presidents, directors and other executives
- Jurisdiction
- Syndicates and other organizations from politics, business, academic life, the arts etc.
- Notaries, church offices, schools, universities, museums, libraries, hospitals, banks

Yes, please send me detailed and non-binding information

North Rhine-Westphalia Yearbook. Directory of Local, State and Federal Administration, Associations and Public Institutions
Up-to-date information on 8,000 institutions and 14,000 persons in public life in North Rhine-Westphalia
- Authorities and departments of local, state and federal administration with their mayors, presidents, directors and other executives
- Jurisdiction
- Syndicates and other organizations from politics, business, academic life, the arts etc.
- Notaries, church offices, schools, universities, museums, libraries, hospitals, banks

Yes, please send me detailed and non-binding information

Data can be delivered as excel or access file, also available as selection of data entries
Saarland Yearbook. Directory of Local, State and Federal Administration, Associations and Public Institutions
Up-to-date information on some 2,000 institutions and approx. 4,000 persons in public life in Saarland:
- Authorities and departments of local, state and federal administration with their mayors, presidents, directors and other executives
- Jurisdiction
- Syndicates and other organizations from politics, business, academic life, the arts etc.
- Notaries, church offices, schools, universities, museums, libraries, hospitals, banks

Rhineland-Palatinate Yearbook. Directory of Local, State and Federal Administration, Associations and Public Institutions
Up-to-date information on more than 5,000 institutions and approx. 10,000 persons in public life in Rhineland-Palatinate
- Authorities and departments of local, state and federal administration with their mayors, presidents, directors and other executives
- Jurisdiction
- Syndicates and other organizations from politics, business, academic life, the arts etc.
- Notaries, church offices, schools, universities, museums, libraries, hospitals, banks

Müller's Directory of German Place Names. Complete Lexicon of Places
- Over 137,000 place names, including independent towns and municipalities and 125,000 smaller villages, settlements, farms, hamlets etc.
- Affiliation with regional administrative bodies (towns or municipalities) and their respective communal codes
- Identification of appropriate authorities and jurisdiction
- Employment Agencies (according to SGB II)
- Number of inhabitants, dialing code, geographical coordinates, height (AMSL)

World Guide to Libraries
Current addresses and detailed information on the holdings of approx. 42,500 libraries in more than 200 countries
- National libraries, academic libraries, university libraries including specialized and institute libraries, school and college libraries, libraries of authorities, churches and companies, special libraries of other patronage and public libraries
- Contact details, information regarding inter-library lending, library director, book, periodical and manuscript holdings, special holdings, areas of collection, membership of national or international organizations and much more

Data can be delivered as excel or access file, also available as selection of data entries
Information about worldwide publishing landscape
- About 900,000 ISBN prefixes from 200 countries and territories
- Names of more than 780,000 active publishing houses, arranged alphabetically by country, and within country by name
- Full address including email and URL
- Publishers can be identified via their ISBN prefixes

☐ Yes, please send me detailed and non-binding information

Art Directory Germany, Austria, Switzerland
- Current and comprehensive survey of art and artists in Germany, Austria and Switzerland
- 21st edition with more than 33,000 addresses with names, dates and facts on museums and galleries, art associations, art and antiques trade, numismatics, auctioneers, restorers, art publishers, art magazines, antiquarian and art bookshops as well as painters, sculptors and graphic designers, with numerous self-portrayals of the artists

☐ Yes, please send me detailed and non-binding information

International Encyclopedia of Abbreviations and Acronyms in Science and Technology
- Over 1 million entries
- Acronyms from a variety of disciplines and walks of life
- Not only officially acknowledged abbreviations, but also out-of-date forms as well as those in general everyday use
- Updated and indexed for individual fields of science and areas of society

☐ Yes, please send me detailed and non-binding information

International Directory of Arts (IDA)
Unique reference directory which spotlights the entire art scene worldwide
- More than 150,000 addresses (including telephone and fax numbers, email and URL) from all over the world
- Details of the specializations of museums, as well as the names of curators and senior academic museum staff

☐ Yes, please send me detailed and non-binding information

Data can be delivered as excel or access file, also available as selection of data entries
International Encyclopedia of Pseudonyms
Pseudonyms from all over the world, from all ages and occupations in a single work
- Some 500,000 pseudonyms of roughly 270,000 people
- Besides pseudonyms in the narrower sense, initials, nick names, order names, birth and married names etc. are included
- Year and place of birth and death are provided where available, as are profession, nationality, the pseudonym under which the person was known and finally the sources used

☐ Yes, please send me detailed and non-binding information

Museums of the World
- Covers more than 55,000 museums in 202 countries.
- All information at a glance: museum’s name, address and contact details, type of museum, field of interest and special departments
- Listed hierarchically by country and place and within places alphabetically by name
- Some 500 museum associations in 132 countries
- 22 categories identifying the type and focus of the museum

☐ Yes, please send me detailed and non-binding information

Dictionary of German Biography
- Information on about 63,000 individuals whose lives, works and achievements are considered remarkable to this very day and who remain part of German cultural heritage
- Reaching back to the Early Middle Ages, Austrians and German-speaking Swiss are also included, as are people from other places, whose journeys through life led them to German-speaking regions, where they made a significant impact
- Individuals’ background, education, careers and achievements, relationships, prizes and much more

☐ Yes, please send me detailed and non-binding information

Handbuch der Bibliotheken. Guide to the Libraries of Germany, Austria and Switzerland.
- Approx. 6,500 libraries listed are national, general research, university and institute libraries, public libraries, ecclesiastical, business and other special libraries.
- Information details on holdings and special collections
- Targeted search for collections subjects

☐ Yes, please send me detailed and non-binding information

Please send the information to the following address:

Name: ________________________________
Address: ________________________________
Email: ________________________________
Date / Signature: _______________________

Data can be delivered as excel or access file, also available as selection of data entries